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Inspiration comes from the God of water in Indian mythology, which symbolizes the purity 

and power of nature. This is the crystallization of inspiration and creativity. We use a 

sculptural appearance to deduce the connotation of modern beauty.



Quietly beautiful, simple and elegant, 

publicize a person's wisdom and taste. Find a place where the 

heart is pure. Mood, become as clear as water.
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About NAGA



120M 
TUNNEL KILN

We have won a number of patent technical certifications,

 which marks that Naga has been recognized and recognized by relevant 

national departments in R & D and innovation.ISO14001
ISO9001
ISO45001

Patented
Hygienius Glaze 

Techonology 

WaterMark
WaterRating
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About NAGA

The more
stars the more
water efficient

WATER RATING
www.waterrating.gov.au

In accordance with AS/NZS 6400

3.5 litres
average flush

4.5 L per full flush / 3 L per half flush

Licence No. 
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68
PATENTS

 Factory

50000
SQM

DAILY 
CAPACITY

1200 

SETS

The perfect quality control system makes the output 

and scale at the top and provides strong quality 

guarantee for products.
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About NAGA
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Rimless Flushing Toilet
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The new type of endless toilet can eliminate the 
concave design of the toilet seat. The whole barrel 
body presents a smooth streamline, which can 
effectively prevent the breeding of virus and bacteria, 
and keep the toilet clean and sanitary.



Rimless Flushing Toilet
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The seat height conforms  to  the ergonomic design. Sitting  for 

a long time will not make your legs numb, bringing a more com

fortable use experience.

Sanitary dead corner
NEW

No flush rim-nowhere for germs to hide. Without a flush rim, there is no hidden, 

hard-to-reach places where germs, bacteria, dirt and deposits can accumulate.

Easy to clean. A clean and sparkling ceramic surface with one wipe.

The new Rimless flush system, Next flushing systems come with visible edges and 

use only a small amount of water, leaving no space for dirt and bacteria to form. This 

makes it extremely quick and easy to clean.Designed with an innovative f lushing 

system that facilitates cleaningany case installed in the same way as conventional 

toilet. Flushing and perfect cleaning are assured with just 4.5/3 litres of water.

Easy Detach3 inche Outlet
Valve Fitting

Original Design Anti-pollution

Water Saving

Hygienius 
Glaze

Antibacterial
Cefiontect

Easy-
installation

15 Years 
Warranty

Soft-closing 
Seat Cover



We pay more attention to the inner spiritual world 

and needs through the ultimate refinement of life 

quality. Quality, comfort, modernization and unique 

personality become our design concept.
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Rimless Flushing Toilet



We express high quality, simple and comfortable life attitude 

with better raw materials and simpler design style, which 

makes the bathroom space more performing.
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Rimless Flushing Toilet



Clean lines, simple and functional. Return to the original heart 

and nature. It is easy to deduce the beauty of luxury and create a 

space for people's infinite aftertaste.

Rimless Flushing Toilet
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Rimless Flushing Toilet

T h e  e xq u i s i t e  d e s i g n  c re a t e s  t h e  h i g h - e n d 

atmosphere of the bathroom, gives the power of 

inner stability to the residents, and easily creates the 

low-key and gorgeous atmosphere pursued by the 

urbanites.



The combination of classic luxury 

tex ture  and modernism st y le 

redefines the art and elegance 

of modern urban elite through 

advanced color.

Rimless Flushing Toilet
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Drawing some artistic inspiration from the Renaissance of 

China and the world to introduce space, modern sense home is 

endowed with more texture, and refined accessories incarnate as 

the new art trend.

Rimless Flushing Toilet
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Select high-quality raw materials, regularly carry out 

chemical composition testing, and improve product 

quality control system. Adhere to strict requirements for 

excellence in every process to ensure quality!

Rimless Flushing Toilet
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Every detail embodies a sense of luxury, full of 

modern sense, and the casual details soothe the 

French elegance, not limited to the unique style.
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Rimless Flushing Toilet



The sense of art is not only reflected 

in the creation of space environment, 

but also in the treatment of details 

and the selection of materials.

Rimless Flushing Toilet
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Rimless Flushing Toilet
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Both fashionable and elegant, just like a 

gorgeous and low-key fashion show, giving 

people inspiration.
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Rimless Flushing Toilet
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The pure white color gives us the sense of visual infinite 

extension. With our unique aesthetic view, we can 

reinterpret the light and extravagant artistic elements, 

which are not only the stable elegance after years of 

polishing, but also the exquisite luxury given by modern 

cities. Through space again and classic dialogue.
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Constantly cross the border and keep the design forward-

looking and innovative. Respect the characteristics and 

cultural diversity of modern life, and inject the never 

satisfied enterprising force into a better life.

Rimless Flushing Toilet



Rimless Flushing Toilet
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A style tailored for urban life and public consumption, which 

is incorporated into contemporary material enjoyment in 

exchange for more freedom and reshaping contemporary 

luxury home environment.
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An ideal home is a transition point linking one's own taste, 

temperament and ideal. Between the concrete and the abstract, 

a bold and witty space atmosphere has been created, which has 

become a major artistic highlight of the space.

Rimless Flushing Toilet
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Starting from the feelings of the residents, to be their own artists. 

It is the unity of design language and function to carry the 

content of the form and artistic taste of bathroom aesthetics.

The more
stars the more
water efficient
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Tornado Flushing Toilet
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Tornado Flushing Toilet

The flowing beauty makes great efforts to create 

the artistic conception space of modern human life.
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Dynamic Flushing Toilet Dynamic Flushing Toilet
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Seat Cover

Seat cover

Seat cover

Seat cover

Seat cover

The new quick-release hinges allow removing the toilet seat 

with a simple and quick gesture thanks to special hinges fitted 

with side buttons. In fact, the seat can easily be disengaged 

from the guides by simply pressing both buttons and pulling 

it upwards. The two hinges can then be brought back to the 

locked position by replacing them on the guides and pushing 

downwards.

The system of quick release hinges

3

Click

4

21

Slow seat cover technology can reduce the noise, collision 

and breakage of the seat cover when it is closed. 
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Accessory



In the design, adhere to the consistent concept of 
"inheriting between Humanities and innovation", 
with simple and modern strokes, render the 
original ideas from art aesthetics, and build a free 
bathroom that makes people live in a prosperous 
and pleasant nature.
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Bathroom Cabinet 
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Bathroom Cabinet 

What we want to establish is the aesthetic connection 

between residence and nature, which is integrated 

into the design in an artistic form to create a 

comfortable bathroom space.



This is a free art about nature and 

life. It is based on the creation of art 

aesthetics and depicts the urban 

life scene that the urban elites 

yearn for.
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Bathroom Cabinet 



We use the pure white color, echo the natural wonderful pen, 

touch and dye the fresh temperament of the bathroom space, 

embellish the simple scenery with the natural material, and the 

space charm is simple and elegant.
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Bathroom Cabinet 
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Bathroom Cabinet 
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Bathroom Cabinet 
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Bathroom Cabinet 

Square edges and corners, round embellishment, 
and irregular aesthetic polysemy are all used in 
space, which is profound. Give a new look to the 
space on the base of modern art.



The space is endowed with a simple 

and elegant overall style, and the space 

meaning is expressed in a concise way. 

The breath is fresh and refreshing, and a 

corner of leisure and freedom is obtained, 

and the texture is found in the elegance.
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Bathroom Cabinet 
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Bathroom Cabinet 
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Bathroom Cabinet 
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Bathroom Cabinet 

Through the distance of time and space, I fell in 
love with the trace less spiritual dialogue, pursuing 
spiritual calm, peace and tranquility, and exploring 
"a clean world". The random flow of light and shadow 
added natural interest and self-restraint.
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Bathroom Cabinet 

Feel the change of nature and life through the 

bathroom, and keep calm and indifferent in the time. 

Let the space present the temperament of "beyond 

the pure and beautiful, simple and easy".



We take minimalism as the keynote, 

highlight the texture of the product 

through some exquis ite  design 

elements, and reveal the good taste 

everywhere.
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Bathroom Cabinet 



8180

Bathroom Cabinet 
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Bathroom Cabinet Bathroom Cabinet 
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Ceramic Basin

84

A simple and pure life means a well chosen 

and truly mature way of life. Create the living 

atmosphere of birth and movement. We hope 

that this family can wipe out the meaningless 

decoration, low intervention trace design, peel 

off the appearance and go to the essence of 

simplicity.

Inspired by the tranquility of nature, we tap into 

the deep spiritual needs of customers, aiming to 

create a residential space that can relieve people's 

souls and get rid of the troubles of urban life.
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Ceramic Basin

A delicate living space should not only be 

a visual enjoyment, but also be reflected 

in the simplicity and maturity of the mind. 

Luxury home should have a quiet feeling, 

can touch the heart.
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Ceramic Basin

We extract all kinds of elements from our 

life from the perspective of family, make 

full design performance in low-key details, 

keep the overall space simple and clean, 

and do not drift with the tide, and create a 

place for the heart to be enjoyed.

We use different materials to make a perfect fusion, which warms the space 

temperature and improves the comfort of the body and mind.
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Ceramic Basin
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Ceramic Basin
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Ceramic Basin



With the gradual progress of points and lines, it 

reveals the spatial personality, creates a warm family 

atmosphere, and symbolizes the touch to the future. 

The power of music and straightness drives the spatial 

rhythm, and injects different levels of touch into the 

simple and meticulous hard decoration atmosphere.

We adopt neat lines, emphasize the essential modeling 

of materials, and do not add extra ink. Make life closer 

to life. What we care about is not just the right space, 

but the beginning of a good life.
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Acrylic Bathtub



We have kept the consistency of space in the design, and delicately 

deduce the low-key shallow luxury sentiment with thousands of 

changing textures. Life should be like this.
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Acrylic Bathtub



Rich in profound cultural connotation, enjoy the dignity 

and natural experience of bathroom life. Different textures 

extend the space vision of different emotions, erase the 

complexity, make the space more transparent, clear at a 

glance, unconsciously release the real self, there is life, there is 

temperature.

The pattern of leaving white to simple, and the design method of 

deconstruction and reorganization of micro architecture draw out 

levels from the clean tone. It seems that there is nothing to say, but it 

guides people's feelings in silence.
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440
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Acrylic Bathtub



Life lives; and in the living flow, no questions are raised.We follow the 

essence of design, and continue it into the interior, into the level of 

space and fun. Under the change of time sequence, every drop of light 

and shadow encircles it.
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Acrylic Bathtub



Highly innovative, making the spatial layout particularly 

outstanding.  Streamline free space,  harmonious 

combination of lines and surfaces, pursuit of a balance 

between technology and fashion, so that the artistic value 

of flexibility can be more perfectly expressed.
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Acrylic Bathtub



The softness and beauty of the arc will make people feel smooth. We 

strive to achieve a balance between the practicality and aesthetic 

feeling of the product, which is not only in the beauty value, but also 

in the connotation. Implant emotional experience to convey a space 

vision with rich artistic expression.
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Acrylic Bathtub



Size:
1500(L) × 730(W) × 580(H) mm

Size:
1500(L) × 730(W) × 580(H) mm

Size:
1700(L) × 730(W) × 580(H) mm

Size:
1700(L) × 730(W) × 580(H) mm

Unexpectedly, the natural flavor is introduced into the 

bathroom. In the modern space aesthetic feeling, it seems 

to add a layer of simplicity and make a new interpretation 

of the simple and fashionable design creed. In the texture 

and color, it shows the high-level modern art appeal.

The curve element breaks the rigidity and dullness, endows the space with variety. 

The radian background relieves the space abruptness, softens the space and 

penetrates every corner of the space. Low lightness of the color, just like a quiet 

place in the space, the place is happy.
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Acrylic Bathtub
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Range Warranty Detailed Comment 

Toilet Ceramics 15/1 Years 
15 Years replacement parts or complete 

product -1 year labour 

Internal system (valves) 5 Years/1 Year 5 Years replacement parts – 1 year Labour 

Toilet Parts 1 Year 1 Year replacement parts  - 1 year Labour 

Acrylic Bath 10/1 Years 10 Years replacement on bath shell 

LED Mirror 3/1 Years 
Three years for LED lighting and electrical 
components, including wiring, connectors, 

and drivers.

Vanities & shaving cabinet (CABINET only) 5 Years/1 Year 5 YEARS replacement parts or product

Handles, Legs, Drawer Runners 5 Years/1 Year 5 YEARS replacement parts

VANITY TOPS
1 YEAR Labour for product fault. Does not 
include instances where faulty / damaged 

goods have already been installed.

1 YEAR Labour for product fault. Does not 
include instances where faulty / damaged 

goods have already been installed.

Ceramic Basin-tops 5 YEARS replacement parts or product 5 YEARS replacement product

MIRRORS No Labour included in warranty. No Labour included in warranty.

Mirror Cabinets – DOORS only 1 YEAR replacement parts or product 1 YEAR replacement parts or product

Mirror Cabinets – CABINET only 5 Years 5 YEARS replacement parts or product




